October 28, 1957

We hope very much that you will be able to post the enclosed announcement of GERMAN ART OF THE 20TH CENTURY on view at the Museum through December 1. The exhibition of more than 170 paintings, sculptures and prints opened early this month and has been extremely well received by the critics. Comments include:

"It offers endless stimulus and fascinating material for reflection and comparison."  
Emily Genauer, New York Herald Tribune.

"To study the exhibits of just one of these artists is an experience in discovery and enjoyment, for qualities of grace, for mystery, decorative brilliance and dynamics."

Dorothy Adlow, Christian Science Monitor.

"...a show of major importance called German Art of the 20th Century brings New Yorkers a rich Fall harvest of creation."

Charles Wagner, Sunday Mirror.

"Seldom does an exhibition have the triple impact--emotional, psychological and sheer visual--which is to be found in...German Art of the 20th Century."


"...the exhibition opens a brilliant panorama on one of the most dramatic periods of artistic activity in Germany."

Paul Mocsanyi, UP

If you would like additional information, please call me at CI 5-8900.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Shaw
Publicity Director